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Originally films were silent, though in cinema exhibition this was
never truly the case. As early as 1895, musical accompaniments were
brought in to engage cinema audiences alongside the new spectacle
of the moving image. Even this early on, it was recognised just
how important sound was to achieving audience immersion. Title
cards interspersed throughout the picture would relay important
speech, sounds or plot points from the narrative through text.
Pianists, organists and even full orchestras would provide carefully
crafted ‘soundtracks’ to create ambience. Some shows even had
actors speaking from behind the screen, while others created
effects for sounds, such as thunder or galloping horses, to add to
the atmosphere.
With patent races forging fresh avenues in new and better film
equipment, sound technology gradually began to emerge in cinema
exhibition. At the start, sound was played separately and had
to be synchronised to match the image on screen. Often, due to
several factors (and the exacting needs of synchronisation), these
methods of film with sound were unreliable. But when electric
motors superseded hand cranked recording and projection,
and cinemas started moving equipment into projection boxes,
vast improvements were made to film presentation. Sound-ondisc systems like Vitaphone, where a phonograph player was
mechanically ‘interlocked’ to the projector, were developed,
enabling reliable synchronised sound. It was at this point that
celluloid film was standardised at 24 frames per second, as sound
required the same frame rate from production through to exhibition.
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Although sound on film (where the soundtrack is situated on
the celluloid itself ) had been continually experimented with, it
took until the late 1920s to mid 1930s for synchronised sound to
be accepted, produced and exhibited in cinemas. Technology
continued to evolve with new and better recording and processing
techniques leaping forward every few years – from optical to
magnetic to digital, from a single channel of sound to advanced
surround sound formats – and today, studios and post-production
houses can encode individual sounds in a multitude of different
ways to deliver immersive object-based sound design.
Sound covers a very complex and expansive area in relation to
cinema exhibition, partly due to the fact that many of the older
analogue technologies are still in use. There is a large backlog
of films, spanning over a century, which still exist in their
original mediums (or re-printed) with their original soundtrack
configurations; not forgetting the many modes in which it is
possible for cinema exhibition to take place. This guide gives
you an overview of modern cinema sound across a variety of
different formats and set-ups. It starts with a basic overview of
the components required for beginners and evolves into a more
detailed reference guide for those who already have a grounding. In
some places, more complex information has been included to give
you a better understanding of when an audiovisual or electrical
engineer may be needed and why. In others, we have simplified
technical concepts to increase accessibility. For more detail,
Appendix 2 lists suggestions for further reading.
Author's note
Helpful abbreviations: dB (decibel). The decibel level in audio
applications is a ratio of two values, manipulated to appear in
more manageable linear units. The human ear can detect a huge
range of what we perceive as ‘loudness’. Use of the dB – which uses
logarithmic algorithm, which mimics how our ears naturally hear
– allows for a more tangible sense of what is being measured. The
dB can be used in differing applications to measure power, voltage
and pressure. To better understand its use in a particular scenario,
suffixes are utilised to indicate what is being measured.
Further reading is suggested if a more formal grasp of the theory
is required.
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There are two main ways of showing films.
A. Digital Cinema Package (DCP): Encrypted files with KDM
(decryption key). DCP playback requires a specialised DCI
(Digital Cinema Initiative) compliant digital cinema projector and
server. In this guide, DCP set-ups are referred to as ‘purpose-built’
cinema set-ups, though there are exceptions to this in practice.
B. Blu-ray/DVD/Digital file: Playback only requires a video
projector. When screening from disc, you won’t be able to play
new releases (which are only available on DCP to begin with);
Also, film copyright licensing is still required. Video projector
set-ups are referred to as ‘smaller/temp’ or ‘event’ set-ups in this
guide, though non-DCP media are also exhibited periodically in
purpose-built cinemas.
Ancillary equipment will work with both set-ups.
Basic purpose-built cinema set-ups typically consist of:
› Film projector (digital and/or celluloid, e.g., 35mm) which project
the picture
› Film server or IMB (Integrated Media Block) to play DCPs
› Sound processor
› Monitor for the projectionist
› Amplifiers, stage speakers, surround speakers and crossovers
› Screen
There is usually ancillary equipment as well, such as:
› Blu-ray/DVD players, computers to play media from file, video
audio switcher or scaler, CD-MP3 computer and/or audio players
› Access equipment such as: T-loop and receiver hearing systems,
infrared emitters and receivers for audio description
› Mixing desks, PA systems, microphones and receivers
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In smaller or temporary/event cinema set-ups:
› Sound processors and amps, or an AV receiver or mixing desk
(with amps)
› Blu-ray/DVD players, computers for file media (instead of film
servers or TMS)
› PA systems (instead of stage speakers)
Purpose-built cinema set-ups can be bought and installed as
a package with all or most of the required elements included.
Select installation companies are authorised by the main cinema
manufacturers to install and also service their equipment if
required. The equipment in these set-ups will be DCI (Digital
Cinema Initiative) compliant and will require particular standards
and specifications. Examples of companies that offer integrator
services are Sound Associates, Omnex, Bell Theatre Services and
Cinema Next (for links, see Appendix 1).
For temporary or event set-ups, much depends on budget – some
of the above integrators offer services, but picture and sound
equipment can also be hired from smaller, less specialist audiovisual
companies across the country. It’s important to check which formats
you will be screening from so you can ensure your equipment is
suitable for playback.

Film projector (digital & film)
Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI) digital cinema projectors do not
handle audio directly themselves but are linked very closely via the
server/IMB/IMS. The projector must be ‘married’ to the server/
IMB/IMS where the DCP is loaded before sound and image can be
played back. Most other standard commercial projectors also only
handle image, though some cheaper portable non-DCI projectors
that can be bought or hired may have integrated speakers. However,
these are not recommended for running a show. 35mm projectors
have film readers built into them that read and transmit sound
information to the cinema processor. There are different types of
readers for different film tracks – further information is detailed in
the Celluloid Audio sources section starting on page 41.
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Film server / Theatre Management System (TMS)
Film servers are utilised in digital DCI compliant cinema set-ups.
Films in DCP format can be loaded onto the server via hard drives or
delivered via network or satellite. The vast majority of commercial
cinemas across the world operate in this manner. The most common
playback servers are made by Dolby, Doremi, GDC, Qube, Christie,
Barco and Sony. On top of this there are many Theatre Management
Systems (TMS) that can control multiple servers simultaneously
and efficiently. They often have a different interface than the main
server but similar functionality with the ability to control remotely.

Cinema sound processor
Sound processors take the audio coming into them from different
and often multiple sources (including digital film servers), decode
it (if required) and output it to the monitor and amplifiers before
it finally goes to the speakers. There will be several options for
switching sound between playback source(s) and non-sync music
(see page 30) and microphones. Processors often have a control
knob to set global volume – this is the only control available to
projectionists or technicians as it is expected that all calibrations
of sound (on individual channels) have followed a standardisation
process from production through to the auditorium set-up. Crucially,
there will also be a mute button which can slowly fade and mute the
source in a gentle manner.
Regardless of the make, most cinema sound processors work to
the Dolby scale of reference volume. This is expressed in numbers
0-9, with 7 known as ‘reference’ – the level feature films should
be mastered to. Level 7 or reference translates to 85 decibels per
channel when playing pink noise at -20dBFS. The equivalent of this is
the db scale where level 7 or reference is set at 0db. In an ideal world,
all films would be played at reference level and the sound volume
and clarity would be perfect. In reality, this is not always the case, and
increasingly audiences feel that films are getting louder. It’s important
to listen to the film in the space you are projecting in; both before the
show (to get an idea of the right volume level) and at the start, so
you can adjust to the number of people in attendance (people soak
up sound, so you may need to adjust the audio upwards).
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The newest sound processor models are mainly designed for digital
cinema audio, so to be able to run celluloid, a sound processor that
can handle analogue solar cell inputs will be required. If you are
unable to find a modern processor for this task, older ones can still
be utilised. These can be found for sale on eBay and other auction
sites and some cinema support companies will also have a few
refurbished units in stock. The Dolby CP650 or Panastereo are often
the most sought-after processors for 35mm set-ups. For alternative
media flexibility, units such as the Dolby DMA 8+ can offer audio
handling for ancillary inputs such as Blu-ray, video file or other input
sources. Although this unit is technically superseded (as the newest
digital processors have this as inbuilt functionality with software
control), many cinemas that utilise multiple formats prefer the
physical switching ability this unit provides – it also works with the
older processors needed for 35mm to allow for digital cinema audio.
There is also the option of playing a down-mixed stereo track back in
Dolby Pro Logic or Pro Logic II, which will decode the two channels
back into L, C, R and Dolby Surround, and in the case of Pro Logic II,
Dolby 5.1 Surround Sound. For more information, see pages 38 & 39.
Processors and cinema servers utilise the AES 3 (AES/EBU)
professional standard for exchange of digital audio. AES3 signals can
carry two channels of PCM audio each and the AES pairs are routed
as standard in the box below. PCM stands for ‘Pulse code modulation’
and offers uncompressed audio data from the playback source.
Left / Right

AES

Pair 1 server out / processor in 1

Centre / Low Frequency Effects AES

Pair 2 server out / processor in 2

Left Surround / Right Surround

AES

Pair 3 server out / processor in 3

HI / VI

AES

Pair 4 server out / route to access equipment

Back surrounds Left & Right

AES

Pair 6 server out / processor in 4

Most permanent cinema set-ups will have Dolby processors;
these have dominated the market for some time.

A Dolby CP650 processor: Image courtesy of Dom Simmons
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Monitors / Monitoring sound
Monitors simply allow the projectionist to hear the film in the
projection room and check all is well. Most monitors have the ability
to switch between processor or amplifiers. Many makes of monitor
display the decibel level, so you can monitor the rough volume being
played in the auditorium. However, it is highly recommended you use
the monitor as a rough guide only; it is very important that all shows
are checked by ear in the auditorium. This should be done on testing
the film and later again at the start of the show to adjust to the amount
of people in the space. The processor setting takes audio directly from
the sound processor, which is closer to the source, for monitoring.
The amplifier setting takes audio from the amplifier end, which is a
better indication of what is happening in the auditorium. It is possible
to have the monitor on the processor setting but the amplifiers turned
off, so although you hear sound, it is not actually travelling to the
speakers in the auditorium – do not be caught out by this.
In a temporary set-up, you may be situated in the same room you
are projecting in. If so, a pair of headphones (if there is facility for a
jack, which will be the case with a sound desk) may be useful so you
can clearly hear the sound before it reaches the speakers.

Amplifiers
Amplifiers fit between the processor and speakers. Amplifiers
simply take the incoming low voltage signal from the processor
and add power to the signal so it is strong enough to drive the
speakers. Amplifiers are generally installed in the projection room
but for large screens, with multiple speakers and where space is
at a premium, they can also be installed behind the screen or in an
adjoining room. Most speaker arrays have an amplifier each, leading
to ‘banks’ of amplifiers in racks but many amplifiers can power up to
two sets of speakers. As speakers can be affected by sudden harsh
or loud sounds banging through the sound system, and as large power
drains can occur when turning on a stack of amplifiers all at once, it
is recommended that you power them on and off individually.
With powered speakers, you don’t have to worry about which
amplifier to choose as they are built into the unit themselves; nor
do you have to carry around separate ‘amps’ if you have a mobile
or temporary set-up. Powered speakers require their own power
supply, so it’s worth checking what power access points you have
available and planning accordingly. Powered speakers are not
compatible with amplified signals, so are generally unsuitable
for use with an AV receiver or powered mixers.
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Speakers / Crossovers / Limiters
Speakers are devices that translate electrical signals back into
sound through vibration. They are generally made up of a cabinet
and the driver (consisting of a magnet, voice coil, frame and cone
diaphragm) and, as above, are distinguished between powered and
passive (non powered). Powered speakers have a built-in amplifier
and are not compatible with amplified signals. Passive speakers
require an external amplifier. Generally, passive speakers are found
in permanent cinema installations and can often be installed in hard
to reach or tight areas. These speakers are connected with cables
made from conductive metals (usually copper) and often a lot of
cabling is required.
Some very new installations are starting to use Cat 6 (Ethernet) to
handle audio information for part of the sound transport. Ethernet
protocols and systems such as CobraNet, EtherSound and the newer
Dante are making ground in this area.
Stage speakers are large cabinets which actually house multiple
speakers/drivers covering different frequencies. Most loudspeakers
have multiple drivers in differing combinations in the same unit. In
these set-ups, the higher frequencies often utilise a ‘horn’ at the top
of the stack to aid in transport of the higher frequencies.
2-way speakers: A unit made up of two loudspeakers with differing
frequency ranges; usually high (tweeter) and low (woofer).
3-way speakers: 3-way speakers contain three speakers; often high
(tweeter), mid-range and low (woofer).
4-way speakers: Consist of tweeter and high mid, mid-range and
low (woofer).

Example of a horn (tweeter) speaker for higher frequencies - note the physical shape
to aid in making the sound waves more efficient.
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Line array speakers are now also becoming more common in
cinema environments. These are multiple loudspeaker systems
with high and/or mid and low frequency drivers stacked in line
vertically at slightly differing angles. As the drivers are quite close
together by design, the sound coming out of them interferes with
that of its neighbour (some phase cancellation and some addition)
which allows the sound wave to be controlled and directed and thus
more efficient as a whole. Although horns and other speaker cabinet
designs do shape the sound waves via physical design, line arrays
are particularly adept at controlling and directing the wave via their
shape and placement, allowing the sound to clearly reach all seats
and the back of the auditorium.

Stage speakers are placed behind the screen (usually encompassing
left, centre, right) and will usually be raised off of the ground with
the different frequency drivers stacked up. They can be placed on
scaffolding built up behind the screen frame; perhaps stacked on top
of each other or even suspended behind the screen frame.
Surround speakers are much smaller units that are placed in the last
two thirds of the auditorium away from the screen. They should be
evenly spaced around the sides and back of the auditorium. They
tend to be full range speakers which rely on internal circuitry to
separate low and high frequencies. On set-up and calibration, they
require a 20-millisecond delay with an added millisecond per foot
for the length of the auditorium.
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Subwoofer speakers under a screen

In modern film soundtracks, low-frequency sound effects are mixed
to a separate low-frequency effects (LFE) channel. In most set-ups, a
separate sub-woofer speaker will be needed to reproduce the lowest
frequencies, reinforcing the deep bass sounds and low-frequency
effects. Most people can hear down to 20 Hz but low-frequency
effects beyond that can be physically felt; this can truly augment the
cinema experience when used correctly. Subwoofer speakers will
be placed on the ground behind the cinema screen and below the
stage speakers, slightly off centre.
Outside the traditional cinema environment, subwoofers may have
a bass manager that steers all frequencies below a set crossover
point (typically 80 Hz) to the subwoofer. This can remove some of
the heavy lifting from your other main speakers, allowing them to
cover the detail within the mid and high range.
An idea of frequency response can be seen in the chart below:
Lower limit (Hz)

Upper limit (Hz)

Description

10,000

20,000

Top octave

6,000

10,000

Upper treble

3,500

6,000

Middle treble

2,000

3,500

Lower treble

1,000

2,000

Upper midrange

500

1,000

Midrange

250

500

Low midrange

100

250

Upper bass

16

40

Deep bass
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In order to split different frequency ranges to the correct speaker
drivers in any set-up, ‘crossovers’ are required. Crossovers are a type of
filter that take the signal and split it into the correct frequency ranges
required by the relevant speaker driver. Crossovers are needed as certain
speaker/drivers can only reproduce the frequencies they are designed for.
Much like speakers, crossovers come in active and passive varieties.
Passive crossovers do not require electrical power. Most permanent
cinema systems utilise the ‘component’ variety of passive crossover
which are situated at the speaker end in the chain, after the amplifiers have
amplified the audio signal. ‘Inline’ crossovers are the other passive type of
crossover; these can be found situated before the amplifier in the chain.
Active crossovers split the audio signal up before it gets to the amplifiers
and sit after the cinema processor, so are often found in the sound rack.
Some systems may make use of ‘limiters’ to protect the speakers by
keeping the level of signal below a certain set threshold. In an audio
set-up they can be utilised at the speaker end to prevent damage
to the speaker cone from certain peaks or harsh noises. Limiters
are also built into certain software and can be found in some video
playback programmes or as separate plug-ins.

Other useful terms relating to speakers:
Frequency response
A speaker’s frequency response, measured in hertz (Hz), indicates
the range of tones that it can produce. The lower figure indicates how
deep its bass goes; the second figure indicates the higher frequencies.
The wider the frequency response range, the fuller the sound a given
speaker can reproduce.

Sensitivity and power handling
The sensitivity rating tells you how effective a speaker is at
converting power into volume. The higher the rating, the more
efficient for a given input your speakers will be.

Impedance (ohms)
A speaker's impedance, measured in ohms, indicates the amount
of electrical resistance that it presents to an amplifier. This isn’t
entirely accurate, because when playing a dynamic range of sounds,
a speaker's actual impedance constantly fluctuates; but to make
things simpler, speakers are usually given a single ohm rating
between 4-8 ohms. Check your amplifier's specs to make sure
it's compatible with the speakers you are considering.
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If you have an idea of the equipment specification for your intended
exhibition venue, it can be useful to draw up a sound / signal ‘path’,
‘chain’ or ‘flow’ diagram (the installer might be able to provide this).
This diagram will aid in visualising how the sound will get from the
playback media to the speakers and which equipment is required
on the way. It is useful to keep these diagrams for projectionists
and operators to aid in troubleshooting when up and running.
Example sound path diagram for a standard permanent 5.1
cinema installation:

A basic chain diagram:
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A note on 3D object based sound set-ups
New object-based 3D immersive sound technologies in the cinema
environment, such as Dolby ATMOS, require a specialised sound
processor (such as CP850 or CP950+ Adapter), a custom speaker
install (including overhead speakers), an individualised mapping
set-up for the auditorium and specific ATMOS-rendered DCP
files for playback. In a cinema environment, this can be up to 128
simultaneous audio channels through up to 64 speakers placed
around the auditorium. AuroMax (Barco) via the APX processor
utilises a height ‘layering’ concept where three different heights
are utilised in the auditorium (Auro-3D), with speakers then zoned
to create object-based audio. DTS:X also utilises a non-propriety
height layered and object-based audio set-up via its MDA Processor.
All of these set-ups allow for a more realistic field of sound that
recreates how our ears hear sound in a multi-dimensional manner.
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Cinema screen material showing perforations

Cinema screen
Many people think cinema screens exist purely to display the film
image, but they are also key to ensuring high quality sound. Because
the stage speakers in cinemas are placed behind the screen, it is
important that sound can still travel to the audience with as much
volume, pressure and clarity intact as possible – particularly sounds
in the higher frequency range.
To allow for this, traditional cinema screens have tens of thousands
of tiny perforations (well under 1mm in size). A single square foot
of cinema screen can have well over 5,000 perforated holes which
allow the screen to be termed ‘acoustically transparent’. The
perforations are very small and generally not visible from seats
in the auditorium, so don’t usually affect the picture. However,
advancements in 4K digital projection and laser light projection
have made interference between projected pixels and screen
perforations more of an issue, with moiré and speckle being two of
the unwanted types of interference which can appear. If in doubt,
enquire with your local screen provider and installer.
Perforated screens are by far the most commonly used, but due to
the above, another type of acoustically transparent screen gaining
traction is the woven screen. With woven screens there are no
perforations, instead their coarse weave allows sound to travel
through to the audience.
Masking (the blackout/light absorbing material which moves to
create a frame for each ratio) should also be considered in relation
to speaker placement. It should be made of acoustically transparent
material, and it is very important that the screen frame or scaffold
does not block any of the speaker drivers.
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Mixing desks
Although some cinemas will use the cinema processor and stage
speakers for microphones relating to hires and events, many
venues decide that for increased flexibility and protection of
the cinema speakers they will opt for a separate mixer and PA
(public address system).
In small or temporary event set-ups it is possible for mixing
desks, along with PA speakers to serve instead of a cinema sound
processor. Mixing desks can be digital or analogue and will have
varying amounts of channels. The size of the desk you require will
be dependent on how many channel inputs and outputs you need
for the set-up you want to achieve. If you are uncertain of your
needs, hire equipment or install companies will be happy to assist
and guide you in your choices.
Blu-ray/DVD players, computers and even cinema servers can be
set-up to work with mixing desks. It is important that you have the
right cables to ‘break out’ of your source device and into the mixing
desk. Cinema servers can be set up with digital sound desks and
will require a specialist ‘break out’ loom of cables that can send
the audio channel information to the relevant AES/EBU 110 ohm
balanced XLR lines in the mixer where they can then be outputted
to the amplifiers. If you are utilising a server, Dolby Reference 7 will
need to be translated to the dB scale at fader point 0. It is possible
to do this by running pink noise from the cinema server or source
at -20 dBFs as explained on page 51. It can be confusing, as the same
XLR connectors for inputs and outputs on a mixing desk actually
have different functions. What are known as ‘line level’ inputs will
generally suffice for DVD, computer, DigiBeta audio inputs etc. and
can be phono, XLR or jack connectors into the desk. Professional
equipment tends to be +4 dBu and consumer equipment -10 dBv,
which describes the strength of the signal. The different inputs will
usually be marked up on the mixer as a guide. Microphone level
inputs are generally also XLR connections, but these lines are very
low voltage for microphones. These inputs should be labelled ‘mic’
or ‘mic in’ – bear this in mind, as connecting equipment with more
powerful signals into lower line voltage levels at best distort the
sound, and at worst overload and damage equipment. The general
goal is to match the equipment to the right voltage lines across all
the chain so the correct voltage is always used. However, certain
scenarios can occur where this is not possible. To bring a mic level
(millivolts) up to line level (around a volt) a pre-amplifier is needed.
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If for some reason you need to plug line level equipment into the
mic inputs, a DI box will be needed to attenuate or ‘reduce’ the signal
so it is not overloaded.
Speaker level is the strongest of the signals (around 10 volts), post
amplification and at a level needed for powering passive speakers.
This level needs specialist speaker cables and if outputted into the
wrong line or equipment, it can cause very serious problems (bang!).
If you need to work with post amplified speaker level audio and you
are not well versed in this area, it’s highly recommended that you
consult a fully trained audio technician.
Mixing desks have too many abilities and functions to fully cover
here, but below are a few of their main functions as a start.
› Once an input has been plugged into a channel, the controls
for that channel will follow the sound downwards in a ‘strip’.
› The gain ‘pot’ or control is what sets the sensitivity of the
signal and controls how much power it has before it goes
through processing.
› A rectangular button known as a pad will be situated nearby –
this is an attenuator. These provide a specific fixed reduction in
the incoming signal if it is too powerful (usually around 20 dB).
› Equalisation pots then allow fine tuning of the signal across high,
mid and low frequency bands. It is here problem frequencies can
be minimised, as shown on pages 56 & 57.
› The pan control allows you to control where audio will be located
in the stereo area. Set neutrally, sound will come out of both
the left and right speakers; set to extreme left, sound will only
transmit from the left speaker and set to extreme right, only out
of the right speaker.
› Auxiliaries allow for equipment such as monitors to be sent a
signal. This can be pre-fade, meaning the fader will not affect
signal or post-fade, meaning it will. Pre-fade listen allows you to
plug headphones in and monitor the signal for selected channels
before the equalisation settings were applied.
› The mute button mutes the channel and the channel fader adjusts
the output volume of the signal for that channel. The master fader
(at the far right of the desk) does this for all channels.
› The master outputs are where sound then goes on to the next part
of the chain: usually amplifiers, speakers or PA systems, etc.
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PA systems (Public Address systems)
Many permanent venues have an additional PA system for
microphones and other ancillary equipment. However, some small
or temporary cinema set-ups also utilise PA systems to screen films,
as it is often more practical and cost-effective.
Some PA systems come with a built-in mixer and amplifier allowing
you to exchange inputs and outputs and make adjustments to the
audio. Each mixer channel has volume and tone controls, allowing
you to manipulate the mix. It’s worth familiarising yourself with the
different settings and experimenting to understand what effect you
can have on the overall sound.
If your mixer is not powered, you will need to connect it to an
amplifier(s) before connecting to any passive speaker system.
Passive PA speakers are generally lighter than powered models
but require separate amplification and more cabling. It is worth
noting the size, dimensions and overall weight of the speaker cones
and cabinets if you have a mobile or temporary set-up; as room
size, placement, transportation and lifting all need to be taken
into account. If you are using equipment already installed in a
multipurpose venue, you are more likely to be using a configuration
of a traditional PA system. Typically, a more powerful amplifier
will be required than what can be achieved with a multi-channel
home theatre receiver.
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When it comes to making an informed decision, the first step is
finding a reputable supplier who has a large range of equipment and
can recommend appropriately for your needs. Ideally, they will be
willing to demonstrate or test the equipment for you in the space
you will use it in. Whether you are setting up speakers on stands
or working with a pre-existing installed system, it’s important to
consider the positioning of your main audio source and how it might
affect the overall sound. When working with a PA system where
you can position the speakers on stands, consider the placement
and angle of the speakers. If they are too high, you may waste the
potential benefit of your speakers by firing the sound straight
over the heads of your audience. If they are angled towards a hard
surface, you may end up largely hearing reflections which muddy
the dialogue and decrease overall sound clarity. If you are unable to
adjust speaker height, work with the angle to increase the coverage
of your seating area as much as you can. It can help to visualise a
cone, representing the sound energy generated by the speaker, and
direct it towards audience ear level as best you can.

By angling the speakers towards the rear of the
audience, less sound is directed onto the rear wall
and so there are fewer problematic reflections. The
front rows of the audience also get better coverage.

Level speakers may result in excess sound
reaching the rear wall and reflecting back
to cause feedback problems.

On-axis sound

On-ax

Level speakers Enclosure

Audience

Angled speakers Enclosure
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AV receivers
(also known as home cinema amplifiers)
An AV receiver is effectively a processor and amplifier built into
one. The term ‘receiver’ refers to the fact that they have a builtin radio tuner, but they can do much more than that. Capable of
receiving signals from a variety of sources such as Blu-ray players
or over-the-air TV boxes, receivers decode the surround sound
information and amplifies it to the speakers. They can also pass
the video signal on to the television; this means they can act as a
complete switching hub for your audio and visual shows. They also
allow for HDMI switching and can be useful when dealing with
multiple video signals, and most support high-end audio formats
such as Dolby Atmos and DTS: X. You can also connect audio
sources, such as CD players and turntables for non-sync. Many
now offer wireless music streaming too.
A 5.1 or 7.1 set-up can be a great option when trying to recreate the
cinema experience outside of a traditional venue. Most receivers
have a useful function that allows you to programme custom formats,
a variation of the common 5.1 setting such as 3.1 or 2.2, depending on
the speakers connected and your preferred arrangement. They are
also useful for testing the function and individual levels and adjusting
the size settings for each speaker. Higher end receivers are packaged
with a microphone that allows for automatic room adjustment, which
can be a useful start in calibrating your equipment appropriately to
your space. This is worth doing on a regular basis to identify issues,
such as a loose cable, or for making small adjustments to frequency
and volume settings.
The rating of the speakers you choose must be capable of handling
the output wattage of your AV receiver otherwise they will blow –
so make sure to research this area carefully!
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Microphones
Microphones are useful for film introductions, Q&As or private hire
events in your auditorium. In temporary set-ups they can also serve
as useful tools for information updates, advertising offers or even
crowd control. Cinema processors allow for a mic channel through
the cinema system, but using a separate PA (if you have one) will
give you more control over the signal.
The type of mic you utilise will be dependent on your needs. In most
cases, a handheld mic will suffice but if you are running a sit-down
Q&A or a presenter/performer needs their hands free, you may
need to consider other types of mic and think about the sound you
are picking up (microphones have different ways of picking up
sound/sensitivities to it).

Omni directional mics
Omni directional mics are sensitive to sound from all angles and are
good for applications where there is low background noise and good
acoustics (such as recording studios). If you have multiple people using
one microphone, this will pick up all their voices; however, it may also
pick up a lot of other, unwanted sounds in a cinema environment.

Bidirectional mics
Bidirectional mics pick up sound from either side but not the front
or back. These typically won’t be used in a simple introduction or
Q&A set-up before a film but are useful to know about. They can
also be referred to as a figure of eight due to the shape of the pick-up
area. They are good for recording stereo sources.

Unidirectional mics
Unidirectional mics are sensitive to sound arriving directly in front
of the mic, but depending on the angles, won’t pick up sounds to the
sides or back of placement. The terms ‘cardioid’, ‘super cardioid’
and ‘hyper cardioid’ fall under this category. Cardioid is the most
commonly found type of microphone and is likely the type you will
utilise for a handheld introduction or Q&A. In a situation where a
much narrower pick-up is required, with less ambient noise collected,
super or hyper cardioid mics may be best. If you are running an event
where you need to record a person from a stand onstage, and they are
sat back from the microphone, a ‘shot-gun’ style mic would be best.
These are an extension of the super and hyper cardioid mics and
have an even narrower directional lobar polar pattern of pick-up.
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Wireless handheld radio microphones

Wireless microphone receiver

When you know what type of microphone you need for your
application, it’s important to think about whether you require wired
or radio mics.
Wired mics require a ‘wire’ or cable connection and are powered by
the mixing desks they are plugged into. A setting called ‘phantom
power’ must be on for them to work; this effectively means that the
mixing desk itself is powering the microphones. Wired mics do not
need any licences and don’t require batteries.
Wireless mics or radio mics are powered by batteries or a battery
pack and operate without wires over radio frequency. They can
come in ‘stick’ or ‘hand mic’ varieties or as a pack worn on the body
with a smaller mic that can be clipped onto clothes (lavalier mic) or
worn as a headset. They are much more flexible and portable but
require awareness of the law around radio frequencies.
There are a few frequencies available in the UK which do not
require a licence. However, you will still need to check that there
is no use of these same frequencies by others, nearby, or you will
come across a problem known as intermodulation which occurs
where equipment using the same or close frequencies in near
proximity can interfere with each other. This can be disastrous to a
carefully planned show, so check with your own and other nearby
venues what frequencies they use.
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UHF (Ultra High Frequency) VHF (Very High Frequency)
VHF licence exempt channels: 173.700-175.10 MHz
UHF licence exempt channels: 863.100-864.900 (Channel 70) radio
mics under 10 mw and 50mw for body worn transmitters.
PMSE licenses are required for anything else:
› A UK shared UHF license can grant access to channel 38 –
606.500 to 613.500 or VHF shared licence to the range 175.250209.800 MHz. These are shared UK wireless microphone licenses
that can be granted to anyone who applies and pays so you will
still need to check what frequencies your neighbours use to
avoid interference. These are valid for a year, then will need to
be renewed.
› A standard channel licence can be purchased from OFCOM for
events operating in specific areas at specific times. The frequencies
awarded by these licences are specifically coordinated so they don’t
interfere with other radio frequencies in use nearby. The free or
share licence channels should be sufficient for most cinema set-ups
but in unique situations, a standard licence will be needed.
If you are based outside the UK, please refer to your national and
local laws.
DISCLAIMER:

The above is stated for guidance only and the responsibility lies with
each user to ensure they have the correct licence for operating their
equipment on radio frequency bands and have checked the most
up-to-date information themselves. The writers are not liable for any
problems that arise on the basis of the above information. For more
information, please refer to OFCOM.
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Wireless/Bluetooth/RF audio transmission
for event cinema
Wireless systems can be a useful and convenient method in
some situations. For many decades, drive-in cinemas have
utilised FM radio transmission signals to broadcast film audio
so it can be picked up via car radio. This requires professional
radio broadcasting equipment which is then connected to the
soundtrack source. A radio broadcast licence is also required.
Silent discos have gained more traction in recent years and this
technology (individual headphones) can also be used for pop-up
screenings or event cinema. You can hire full packages of headsets
and broadcast units, but remember all headsets must be returned
or you will face a bill for losses. You can also now hire WiFi speakers
which utilise a dedicated network to broadcast film audio.
In all of the above examples, the sound is transmitted to multiple
devices that are ‘tuned’ in to broadcast a signal, whether via radio,
WiFi or Bluetooth frequencies.
There are many compatible Bluetooth devices for short range
connections, including speakers and AV receivers, as well as
Bluetooth transmitters which can allow many devices to transmit or
receive a Bluetooth signal. However, it is not recommended to use
this as your primary audio source. Drop-outs and interruptions are
common, latency and sync can also be tiresome issues. Re-enabling
and pairing devices can also cause lengthy disruption to a show. If
you are considering using Bluetooth, it is recommended that you
have a wired connection you can quickly switch to should any
issues arise.
Remember that RF, Bluetooth and WiFi are all heavily regulated
– from bandwidth to the types of devices being used. If you don’t
follow the law, your set-up may cause problems for both yourself
and others. For more information, contact OFCOM.
Remember to stay fully within the law at all times and ensure you
are fully licensed for any radio frequency / wireless signals you
are planning to broadcast or utilise.
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Non-sync
(Dolby codes 60, 61, 62) (short for non-synchronised sound) is a
term utilised for ‘walk-in’ music and refers to non-film audio utilised
by the projectionist to set the mood for of the film. It will often be
indicated on sound processors as ‘NS’. To play music in a venue, you
need a PRS (Performing Rights licence) and music tracks should be
utilised from the PRS track register.
Spotify and other music streaming services are great tools for
sourcing music, but cannot be used in this instance as they do not
licence the application for commercial use. However, Soundtrack
your Brand is a similar service that is available for commercial use
at a fee.
For temporary venues the above still applies. Do also check
with your local authority regarding event licensing.
It is best practice to find music that reflects the era, cultural,
geographical region and/or mood of the film that is being shown.
Do your research and be sensitive to the origins, political or
religious leanings and content of song lyrics. For instance, songs
with adult content or profanity are not ideal when running a U
certified film for family audiences. Some projectionists will play the
official soundtrack of a film before it plays but this is generally not
recommended, as hearing the same music beforehand can lessen
its impact within the film itself. Good presentation is important,
and ideally you will time your music to end just as the film is about
to start. If this isn’t possible, most cinema audio processors have a
mute button programmed to have a five second fade in as the film
starts. The same can be achieved on a mixing desk with a slow
fader pull down. The most important thing is to not abruptly stop
the music mid-track and then start the film, as it creates a pregnant
pause that can seem like a technical problem to the audience.

A remote processor control panel for Non-sync selection
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Interpreting audio on source media – digital
Synchronised audio refers to film sound that is paired or ‘married’
with the image. This audio will be dependent on the film format you
are utilising but will include celluloid film or digital files.

Common channel configurations found on DCPs
and other playback media
Utilised audio channels on a film are described in numerical form.
The large figure represents the number of separate channels and
the figure after the decimal point represents the amount of sub
bass channels.
› A mono film utilising just the centre channel would be referred
to as: 1.0
› A standard stereo set-up would be referred to as: 2.0
› 3.1 would represent Left, Centre and Right with LFE (Subwoofer)
› 5.1 is the most common surround format which consists of: Left,
Centre, Right, Left Surround, Right Surround and LFE (Subwoofer)
› 6.1 is Left, Centre, Right, Left Surround, Right Surround and
Back Surround plus LFE (subwoofer)
› 7.1 is another common Surround format which consists of: Left,
Centre, Right, Left Surround, Back Left Surround, Back Right
Surround, Right Surround and LFE (Subwoofer). On a DCP
the two extra tracks will utilise channels 11 and 12.
› In some situations: 7.1 can also refer to two extra front
channels placed between the centre and left and right
speakers (Left Front Centre / Right Front Centre).
With Dolby Atmos and other immersive audio systems,
these numbers are highly scalable and can include up to
128 separate channels.
It is possible to receive 2.0 media that uses a matrix system to
encode more channels into the two stereo channels. The media can
be played back stereo, but it is worth checking to see if there is extra
audio that can be decoded via Pro Logic or Pro Logic II to either fit
L, C, R, Surrounds (Pro Logic) or L, C, R, Surrounds and LFE as if
5.1 (Pro Logic II). Make sure you check in the auditorium to see if it
sounds any better! Be careful though – playing back a 5.1 audio track
in Pro Logic mode will leave you with no centre channel or dialogue.
Standard playback of 5.1 channels is in ‘Discrete’ mode.
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Digital Cinema Packages (DCP)
DCPs usually appear to the projectionist as a single file, but in
the root folder, sound and picture are split into multiple unseen
files known as ‘reels’. The audio is stored as MXF files to SMPTE
standard. Unlike most release formats the audio on DCPs is not
compressed and is 24-bits per sample (sampling rate is usually
48,000 or 96,000 samples per second), which is why standards and
compliances are required for playback. Film servers and the TMS
are able to give technicians a base idea of the audio contained in the
DCP. Basic audio information is often expressed in the CPL name
(file name) – this will be labelled on physical DCPs (if delivered on
hard drive) and will be visible and catalogued on the server as well.
An example of the naming convention:
FILM_FTR_185_EN-XX_51-VI_2K_SDO_20201003_FAC_IOP_OV

The above naming convention tells us that the Film is English
Language (EN) with no subtitles (XX). It also tells us the film is
mixed in 5.1 audio and carries a VI track for the visually impaired
(more information on page 77). OV means ‘Original Version’. If the
ending states ‘VF’ instead, this would mean ‘version file’. There
are lots of reasons version files might exist but in terms of audio, it
often means the file is the Hard of Hearing (HOH) or Open Caption
version, so as well as English subtitles it will also include subtitled
descriptions of sound and music. The CPL of an open caption
version of the DCP will have a naming convention as below:
FILM_FTR_185_EN-EN-OCAP_51-VI_2K_SDO_20201003_FAC_IOP_VF
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A list of common audio CPL descriptors:
› 51 – 5.1
› 71 – 7.1
› 10 – Mono
› 20 – Stereo
› MOS – Silent (no sound)
› ATMOS – Dolby Atmos track (immersive audio)
› HI – Assisted listening track
› VI – Audio description
› SL – Sign language track
› CCAP – Closed captions
› OCAP – Open captions
› XX – No subtitles
Each audio language has its own unique code, for example English
is EN, French FR, German DE. For a full list of language codes,
please refer to the ISDF standards document:
Subtitles may either be generated in the server/projector itself or
‘burned’ into the DCP image. To differentiate this, upper or lower
case is utilised on the second language (subtitle) code identifier: ENen indicates burned-in subtitles, EN-EN indicates subtitles rendered
in server/projector.
There are millions of cinemas worldwide, so it was important
when developing DCP technology that the audio channel list was
standardised. Each DCP has audio mapped in the same way and
when DCP cinemas are set-up, they must ensure their servers send
the correct audio channels to the correct speakers.
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Cinema audio mapping (audio out from server) is standardised
by SMPTE as:
1. Left
2. Right
3. Centre
4. LFE – Low-frequency effects/Subwoofer
5. LS – Left Surround/Left Side Surround
6. RS – Right Surround/Right Side Surround
7. HI / Hearing Impaired
8. VI-Narration (Visually Impaired Narration)
9. LC/Left Centre
10. RC/Right Centre
11. RLS/Left Rear Surround
12. RRS/Right Rear Surround
13. D-BOX/Motion signal
14. Sync
15. Sign Language video
16. Not currently used/Free
The above configuration is the required standard but be aware that
post-house mistakes or non SMPTE compliance (in DCP building)
can lead to anomalies.
Tip: It is important to note that older transferred / remastered
films or modern films that utilise stylistic sound may appear on a
DCP as 6 (5.1) or 8 (7.1) (5.1+HOH & VI) channel but will only make
use of one or a couple of the available channels. In this situation the
rest of the channels will be silent. This may or may not be indicated
in the CPL.
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Other digital playback media
There are of course other playback media options such as Bluray / DVD, digital file, satellite stream, DigiBeta, HD-Cam and even
VHS. If you are using another medium/format for playback such as
a computer to play files, other channel configurations can present
themselves. Whether you are using a dedicated player or an
application such as VLC or QuickTime it is important to check the
default settings and verify that they match the version of the film
audio you are looking to play. This information is usually found in
the audio menu of a disc or by selecting ‘audio properties’ in a video
file. Select the version of the soundtrack that best suits the speaker
pattern and the number and layout of the speakers in your set-up. It
is possible the physical media is labelled with the channel numbers
or ID, or that the file name has the number of channels in it. But only
take this as a guide – always check for yourself.
An example alternative channel ordering at source that can
sometimes appear on non-DCP file media:
1. Left
2. Centre
3. Right
4. Left Surround
5. Right Surround
6. LFE – Low-frequency effects/Subwoofer
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Channels will usually be indicated with the 2.0 or 5.1 system.
However, as mentioned above, if you come across Left Total, Right
Total (LT/RT), this indicates that the two channels of sound have
an encoded matrix of four-six further channels and it is possible
to utilise Pro Logic/Pro Logic II to decode them.
Useful terms in understanding how audio and visual media file
media work:
Compression: The act of ‘compressing’ data into a smaller space,
so more of it can fit on the format in question. To utilise the data,
it must be decompressed.
Codec: An audio codec is what encodes and decodes audio; video
codecs can decode both audio and video. The codec is what allows
the file to be compressed but will be required on the playback
device to correctly decode and ‘decompress’.
If you are having difficulties with file playback, check your
system or software has the correct codec. Examples of video
(including audio) codecs are:
› ProRes
› H.265
› H.264
› MPEG-4
› DivX
The codecs are not necessarily obvious as the video files present
in file containers, such as:
› MP4
› MKV
› AVI
› MOV (QuickTime)
› FLV (Flash)
› WMV (Windows)
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Again, it’s a case of checking the actual file information in more
depth by checking an audio menu or exploring the media properties
to understand what you have. If your file will not play back correctly
or at all, you may not have the correct codec installed or the
software you are using to playback may not support the codec.

Blu-ray / UHD / DVD
In optimum settings Blu-rays and their UHD (Ultra-High Definition)
versions can reproduce an image almost as good as a DCP on a
cinema screen, so it is not surprising that they are made available
with professional audio. It’s useful to understand the terms ‘lossy’
and ‘lossless’: Lossy audio means that parts of the data have been
lost in the compression process so it does not playback with the
same quality as the original file. Lossless audio provides all of the
information that was in the original file before it was compressed
and sounds exactly like the original. Below are some typical sound
formats found on Blu-ray/DVD which you can select on your disc
player or AV receiver.

PCM (Pulse Code Modulation)
PCM (like DCP) is the standard for Blu-ray audio and offers
uncompressed audio data from the playback source. This can be
a useful mode to select on your Blu-ray player or playback system
should you encounter any problems decoding either Dolby or
DTS soundtracks. Even if your receiver supports these formats,
using a HDMI switch as part of your set-up can sometimes cause
a HDCP conflict resulting in loss of audio. For example, sometimes
you may hear the music on a disc menu but as soon as you begin
playing the feature, hear no audio. Switching to PCM mode may
help in this situation (Dolby True HD and DTS Master Audio are
also uncompressed, lossless formats found on Blu-ray discs).

Dolby Pro Logic and Pro Logic II
The same as with the function on a DMA8+ or modern cinema
sound processor. Dolby Pro Logic consists of four separate or
discrete channels of audio (L, R, C and Surround) fitted into two
channels of audio on the source. When the source is played back
via Pro Logic these channels can be decoded back into four.
Pro Logic II is the same as above but produces an approximation
of a discrete 5.1 surround mix.
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Dolby Pro Logic IIx
Can take a compatible 5.1 source and up-mix it to 6.1 or 7.1 if extra
speakers are available.

Dolby Digital (AC-3)
One of the original multi-channel formats utilising six discrete
channels (L, C, R, LS, RS, LFE), Dolby Digital (AC-3) uses
compression to reduce the amount of data needed to produce 5.1
audio so that it fits onto DVD or television/satellite/streaming
service. It is a lossy format.

Dolby Digital Plus (EC-3/DD+)
DD+ is the successor to Dolby Digital and supports 7.1 channels
of high-fidelity audio, but it is still a lossy format. Decoders can
be found on AV receivers, Blu-ray players, computers, tablets and
even smartphones.

Dolby TrueHD
Is a fully lossless (no compression) audio codec. Dolby TrueHD
supports 7.1 channels of high definition sound with a further eight
channels available for future utilisation.

Dolby Atmos
Can be found on UHD and Blu-ray. Set-ups in the home environment
can be installed via Dolby’s specialised speaker package and custom
alignment or created via compatible off-the-shelf speakers designed
to reproduce Atmos sound. When playing from Blu-ray a specially
coded sub stream is added to either Dolby TrueHD or Dolby Digital
Plus which creates a representation of the original object-based mix.

DTS (Digital Theatre Systems)
Not as widely available as Dolby Digital in cinemas, DTS is
nevertheless commonly found on Blu-ray and DVD. Most AV
receivers support both Dolby and DTS, but it is worth checking the
settings on your playback system. If they are in conflict you may end
up with a stereo downmix or in some cases, no sound at all.
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DTS Neo:6
Consists of Left, Centre, Right, Left Surround, Right Surround and
Back Surround and LFE decoded into two channels (a 6.1 system).
Can be considered the DTS equivalent of Dolby Pro Logic II. In the
case of a 5.1 speaker set-up the back channel is folded into the left
and right surrounds. In the case of 7.1 the left back and right back is
treated as one.

DTS-HD
A lossy format, DTS-HD allows for up to 7.1 audio at a 96 KHz
sampling frequency at 24 bits. It is commonly found on Blu-ray discs.

DTS-HD Master Audio
A lossless audio codec and rival to Dolby True-HD, DTS-HD Master
Audio is an extension of the original DTS concept at its core but
uses a second stream of data to replace the lossy data.

DTS-X
An immersive surround technology. A successor to DTS-HD but
with object-based audio.

The higher the specification of the audio and picture on the
disc you have, the more important it is that you have the right
cables. As with professional cinema equipment there are certain
specifications and security protocols in place to conform to
standards and prevent piracy. Cable speeds, bandwidth and
resolution can also be issues, so ensure you have the right
specification of HDMI cable for the job. HDCP (High-bandwidth
Digital Content Protection) also plays a role and much like the
‘handshake’ or ‘marriage’ required between a DCI server and
projector, HDMI cables and connected devices must also trust
one another to work and operate on the same level of permissions.
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Celluloid audio sources
The history of film sound can be seen on 35mm prints still in
circulation today. 35mm prints are typically produced with multiple
types of audio track. The most common are indicated below:

Dolby codes are numbers assigned to certain audio decoding
processes. By selecting one of these codes on a cinema sound
processor, you are telling it what source it is playing back. Selecting
the wrong code will lead to poor quality sound playback. The most
commonly used Dolby codes for 35mm (and the only numbers
found on most cinema processors) are:
› 01 – Mono
› 04 – Dolby A
› 05 – Dolby SR
› 10–Dolby Digital

Optical tracks: Optical tracks (analogue)
This was the first type of married audio track and is still in use today!
There are two different ‘types’ in circulation: variable density (not
seen much today) and variable area (the most common).
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Variable density tracks look like multiple light, mid and dark
coloured lines between the film perforation and picture area. The
shades of bars represent fluctuations in depth, with lighter bars
indicating louder sound and darker areas, quieter sounds. Variable
area tracks are mono and are mainly found on older film prints
(e.g., pre-1930s). White light (tungsten) or infrared film readers are
generally recommended for playback of these.
Variable area tracks look like a ‘waveform’ and use area rather than
depth or density. These types of tracks are still in use today and can
represent mono or differing types of stereo. They appear in several
forms including unilateral, bilateral, single or dual track. However,
modern prints will usually have dual-bilateral tracks (two tracks
with peaks and troughs either side of each line). It would be easy to
assume these are stereo tracks (two or more channels) but this is
not the case.

AnalogueSoundtracks

Mono tracks (Dolby Format 01) can be found in this form, and the
way to determine this is to compare both tracks against each other
over several feet of film. If the tracks remain the same throughout
(copies of each other) it is likely a mono print; if there is any
variance between the tracks, it will be stereo. The two stereo tracks
generally found on prints are Dolby A and Dolby SR. Prints created
prior to the 1970s are likely to be mono.
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Dolby-A-Type (Dolby Format 04) was a type of stereo track with
noise reduction developed by Dolby for prints around 1975. The
recording is compressed into the variable area track and when
played back, is expanded (decoded) by the processor. The quieter
part of the signal is boosted and the unwanted ground noise absent.
Compression is present and applied in the same manner across all
frequency bands.
Dolby SR (spectral recording) (Dolby Format 05) was utilised from
the mid to late 1980s and is still in use today. It will still be printed,
even if digital tracks are present to serve as a back-up. It applies a
different form of compression and expansion from Dolby A-Type,
this time to individual frequency bands. It is crucial to make sure
SR and A-type are played back in the right format to maintain the
correct sound. There is no way to visually tell which type of stereo
track you have so it is a case of working it out from information
on the leaders, reel cans and from the age of the print. A-Type was
utilised until 1986; from this point onwards prints are likely to be SR.
Although the above two formats have been referred to as ‘stereo’,
this is not typically the case and as seen previously with digital 2.0
tracks, the downmix or matrix technology was also utilised with
film formats. As well as the traditional left and right channels, a
third centre channel and a fourth surround channel are carried in
the variable area tracks. Both Dolby A-Type and Dolby SR used this
technology in 35mm film.
The analogue readers for the soundtrack on all film projectors sit
below the ‘gate assembly’ of the film projector where the image
is projected. Because of this, the sound is printed on film stock 21
frames before the image (projectors are typically laced 20 frames
sound ahead of picture via specifically printed leaders to allow
the extra 1/24 of a second of sound to reach the audience). The
soundhead area includes a sound drum which the film travels
around, and often dampeners of some description to enable
smooth transport. There are two types of soundhead: forward scan
and reverse scan. Forward scan utilised an exciter lamp, optical slit
and lens which was focused onto the film soundtrack.
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The modulations were then read by a solar cell placed in the sound
drum. Reverse scan, (which is ubiquitous today), utilises an LED
light source in the sound drum area, straight onto the film, which is
then picked up by the lens, optical slit and solar cell the other side.
Once the information has been picked up by the solar cell, it is sent
as a signal to the pre-amp and boosted before being sent in analogue
form to the cinema processor to be decoded.

A reverse can sound drum with Red LED reading a variable area track

Originally tungsten (white light including infrared spectrum)
exciter lamps were used. Black-and-white film tracks utilised
silver dye audio tracks, which had good infrared blocking
properties. When colour film developed, the film tracks were
still printed as black with silver dye; but this process was costly
and utilised a lot of harmful chemicals, so in the early 2000s the
industry moved toward more environmentally friendly cyan dye
tracks. Blue/green cyan was chosen as its complimentary colour,
red, was used for the LEDs installed in the new readers. In the
switchover period when cinemas were updating their readers, high
magenta (purple) tracks were issued that could run on both exciter
lamps and red LED readers for the interim.
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Red LED readers are ubiquitous now, but when running blackand-white prints, an infrared LED reader (which now can stand
in for a tungsten exciter lamp) is recommended, if available. Just
remember that infrared readers/exciter lamps cannot properly
read cyan dye tracks.

A tungsten exciter lamp

An LED lamp replacement that fits into the sound drum

Magnetic tracks:
Magnetic tracks were generally utilised between the early 1950s
to early 1990s and are still found today on or accompanying film
prints from that period. Made from iron oxide particles glued onto
the film, they are found across 16mm, 35mm and 70mm gauges or
even as whole separate reels designed to be run in tandem with
the image reel.
‘Sep-mag’ (separate magnetic) is when the soundtrack is placed on
separate 16mm or 35mm stock coated with iron oxide. The image
is printed on standard film stock as usual but without a soundtrack.
An extra magnetic follower is required to play back the sound and
must be interlocked to the film projector in playback to ensure
sync with the image.
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A mag follower

A Mag penthouse on a projector

'COMMAG' (Composite magnetic) most frequently referred to as
'Mag' can also be found ‘paired’ with the image as thin strips glued
onto the same print representing different channels (Left, Centre,
Right and Surround). On 35mm this is found on Cinemascope 2.55:1
aspect ratio film which carries four magnetic sound strips on both
sides of its perforations. Mag is read by the mag penthouse, which
sits on top of the projector.
You are more likely to come across mag on 70 mm film stock
as optical was never utilised. On 70mm, six strips of magnetic
sound can be fitted due to the larger gauge. The channels change
depending on the system with which it was recorded. There are
several separate Dolby code formats for playing back the different
70mm mag formats:
Dolby Format 40 – Conventional six-track (Todd-AO), no noise
reduction. Channels: Left, Left front centre, Centre, Right front
centre, Right and Surround.
Dolby Format 41 – Six-track with Dolby A-type noise reduction
(same channels as above).
Dolby Format 42 – Six-track with Dolby A-type noise reduction and
Baby Boom (LFE). Channels: Left, Centre, Right, Surround and LFE/
Subwoofer. Two channels in this instance are used for LFE.
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Dolby Format 43 – Six-track with Dolby A-type noise reduction.
Channels: Left, Centre, Right, Surround Left, Surround Right and
LFE. The original two centre front channels in format 40 in this
case hold the high, mid and low frequencies for both the surrounds
and the sub.
Dolby Formats 44 – 46 mirror 41-43 but with Dolby SR type
noise reduction.

WA R N I N G
Magnetic tracks
are subject to
interference or
even wiping.
Do not use
magnetically
charged items
or tools such as
screwdrivers
near the film.

Again, looking at the print will not tell you which format it should be
played back in; you will need to go by the information supplied on
leaders and reel cans and/or research the film itself.
If you need to perform maintenance on the projector don’t use
magnetically charged tools. If this cannot be avoided, the magnetic
head and other areas such as the film path or sprockets may need to
be ‘degaussed’. This is a process which removes unwanted magnetic
fields and returns the area to its non-magnetised state. Not doing
this can introduce hiss or other unwanted noise into the mag track.

Digital tracks
The newest sound formats found on prints are digital and usually
resemble pixelated data information to the naked eye.
Dolby Digital (Spectral Recording Digital) (Dolby Format 10)
premiered in 1992 and is found on most, if not all 35mm prints.
The track is found between the film print perforations – if you look
closely with a magnifying device, you can see the Dolby logo printed
in the middle of the data between each perforation. The data is
compressed by Dolby’s AC-3 algorithm which is also utilised today
in fully digital applications and holds information for six channels
relating to 5.1 surround sound. The sound data is located 26 frames
in front of the picture. A number 0-7 (before ‘F’ for fail) to determine
track quality (readability) is available on many processors –
older prints with dirt or scratches may present problems with
track readability; for reference most good prints sit between 3-5.
Equipment should be set up to automatically revert to the analogue
optical track but if reversions become frequent, it is best to switch
to the analogue SR track manually for the rest of the film. The SRD
reader can sit above the projector, it can also be found next to
the analogue reader near the sound drum.
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Sony SDDS (Sony Dynamic Digital Sound) supports eight channels
of sound – Left, Centre, Right and also two extra front speakers -Left
Centre and Right Centre, Left and Right Surround and LFE. These
tracks are placed on the far outside edges of the print. As the edges
of the print are more susceptible to damage, DTS offers back-up
channels in case of damage and the different sides of data are offset
from each other for additional protection. To run SDDS a specific
SDDS reader is needed on top of the 35mm projector to read the
data and an SDDS processor (decoder) is also required.
DTS: The dot and dash line between the picture frames and the
optical sound on 35mm is DTS, also introduced in 1993. In this
system, no sound information is stored on the film print – instead,
the information is a time code read by a special DTS reader fixed on
top of the projector and sent to a DTS unit (XD10) in the sound-rack.
Before a show, discs with the film soundtrack audio are loaded into
the A and/or B CD-ROM drives. Older DTS units required the discs
to stay in place for the entire feature but the newer models load
films onto the internal hard drives. The dotted time code picked up
by the reader can sync the sound to the exact frame and send that
sound signal onto the cinema sound processor. Set-up requires the
number of frames between the reader on top of the projector and
the picture area to be adjusted to ensure perfect sync.
DTS codes are often found on 35mm stock, but are mainly utilised
today on 70mm tracks as an alternative to mag sound. On 70mm film
the DTS track is outside of the perforations.

A DTS readout of the 70mm film 2001: A Space Odyssey
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Scopes used in audio calibration

Maintaining and troubleshooting audio equipment
Test your equipment regularly so any issues or problems can be
picked up on as soon as they arise. The testing required will depend
on your system set-up and your film source equipment. Cinemas
are typically calibrated from the middle centre of the auditorium for
both picture and sound, but it is also good practice to move around
to check sound quality in every area of your screening space.

Calibration
Cinema systems require calibration to a universal standard so films
sound the same in different venues. Standard permanent 5.1/7.1
cinema systems are calibrated to 85dBC sound pressure level. Pink
noise (below) at -20dBFS is set to 85dBC (with fader on 7.0) on the
stage speakers including Centre channel (Dialogue) and Left and
Right (music and effects). The surround speakers (surround effects)
are then set -3 db. lower at 82 dBC. A professionally calibrated sound
level/pressure meter (C- weighted slow response) will give an idea
of sound pressure levels as they measure in dB and each channel
should be adjusted to ensure these levels are correct.
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For room equalisation, four microphones are placed round the
auditorium (or one moved where the signals are integrated by
software), linked to a computer and scrutinised with real time
spectrum analysing software. The EQ settings are then adjusted
as needed in the cinema processor software to match the ISO
2969 response curve as closely as possible. A final check of sound
pressure levels should then be undertaken. In a typical cinema
environment this job should be done by a motion picture engineer
and will potentially come under a service contract. It is highly
recommended that you enlist the services of one of the many
companies available that provide engineer services if you do not
have the equipment, training or confidence to undertake such a
calibration yourself as you could cause any number of problems.
Once your system is calibrated there is much you can do to
maintain and test it to ensure that it is the best condition for film
screenings. If you are in a standard cinema set-up with playback
from cinema servers, ensure you run some DCP sound tests.
These are available from multiple companies including Dolby,
Motion Picture Solutions and SMPTE.
A brief summary of useful tests:
A channel ID is a test film that helps confirm the speakers are
relaying the correct sound channels from source. Often the words
‘left’, ‘centre’, ‘right’ etc. are spoken in sequential order in the related
channel. The subwoofer is usually represented by a low frequency
tone. If these channels are set-up incorrectly, it will be clear that
somewhere between the server and speakers, there has been a mix
up of cables or connections or an incorrect assignment of channels
at the server end. Refer back to the standardised channel order
if you are experiencing problems. In the event of an incorrectly
mixed DCP with no time for the sender to re-supply, the channel
order can be changed in the processor software or manually via
cables – remember to put it back afterwards though!
Frequency sweeps take each speaker cluster in turn and run
through the frequencies, from low to high, in a sweep. It will be
clear from each sweep if there are any problems affecting certain
frequencies. In particular, any rattles found (most likely on mid or
low frequencies) need to be investigated. Rattles can come from
loose fitting components in the speakers themselves or even fittings
in the auditorium which vibrate at certain frequencies.
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Ensure the screen and screen frame are secure, and anything the
speakers are propped up on. Anything that can be tightened up
should be. Although not generally recommended, Blu-tak can be
used to mitigate rattles in an emergency scenario.
Warning: Do not play these tests at high levels repeatedly –
they can damage your equipment.
Visual speaker checks should be undertaken regularly. The foam
seals around the cones should be carefully inspected for any rot or
rips, and if any tears or perforations are found in a cone it should
be replaced. If you are trained and confident in doing this yourself,
be aware that cones are delicate and the magnet on the driver can
attract metal tools, which can lead to a rip or puncture in your new
cone if you are not careful!
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If you have put too much power or sound through the system, or
the incorrect frequencies have been sent to the incorrect drivers,
you will likely blow a speaker. Some rips will be small and won’t
be detected until a frequency sweep is undertaken but large rips
or perforations will cause clear issues. If it happens on one of the
stage speakers the dialogue can sound like it is underwater, muffled
or you may even have an unwanted hard to ignore ‘farting’ sound.
If this happens mid-show, technicians have been known to turn off
the related amplifier (if left or right) to get through the show. If the
issue is with the centre (dialogue) speaker, then that channel could
be routed through the left or right speaker by swapping cables and
rerouting the centre audio through that speaker. However, arguably
it would be better to cancel the show.
Pink noise covers all the frequencies available to the human ear, but
the power of the frequencies across the spectrum differs, with high
frequencies less intense than lower frequencies, mirroring how the
human ear hears sound. Pink noise when played has a flat or even
sounding effect. As seen above, it is utilised to ensure the correct
pressure levels are playing out from the speakers. Listening to each
speaker in turn with pink noise can also highlight any problematic
differences in sound. Many cinema sound processors have a pink noise
setting on each channel, or you can use a test DCP or 35mm loop.
Sync tests have an audio pip or bleep and a matching visual
indicator which could be a ‘bouncing ball’ hitting a line or a change
in the colour of frame from black to white. A meter is then needed
to assess any gap in sync, and using this you can adjust the sync to
the correct frame. This is done from the centre of the auditorium to
allow for the time it takes the audio to travel to that point (though
arguments abound as to whether it is more natural to sync sound
to the screen placement instead). If you don’t have a meter, the
adjustment can be done by eye. You will need to determine if the
sound is ahead or behind the picture. Global audio delay (sync
with picture) is set in Dolby DMA8+ or sound processor software.
In a temporary set-up with PA systems and AV receivers, you can
utilise the microphones and software that often come with the
equipment to get the best possible response from the room. There
are numerous test film files available – such as pink noise, sync and
channel identification – which can help if your AV receiver does not
have any built-in test tones.
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If your system sounds bad or has an intermittent problem, check the
wires and cables are fully secure. Make sure the speakers are wired
in phase – accidental reversal of speaker wires can happen when the
wires are not properly labelled for polarity (this is known as making
the speaker ‘out of phase’ and can result in unusual audio effects).
Also, ensure that the correct terminals are being used at each end of
each chain, from the connections on the amplifier to the speakers.

Problems with hums or buzzes
Hums or buzzes occur when there is electromagnetic interference
with cables or equipment. This issue is known as a ‘ground
loop’. Ground loops occur when two separate powered pieces of
equipment have their own grounds and are connected, forming
a loop. This loop creates an unintentional antenna which picks
up interference and creates a hum or buzz which can be heard
in the background, especially in quiet or silent scenes. Cinema
systems (particularly high-power equipment) should be properly
grounded by a trained engineer when installed to prevent or at least
minimise the above interference from occurring. If such problems
do occur, contact an electrical engineer to investigate and make
sure everything is properly grounded and working.
If unwanted hums or buzzes suddenly start occurring with portable
or low powered equipment, check any new, recently added
equipment or cabling as this is most likely the culprit. If you are
utilising several different electrical outlets, plugging the equipment
into the same outlet can help (only do this if you are confident the
equipment load does not exceed the circuit rating). Make sure your
electrical PAT testing certificates are also up-to-date and that there
are no faults with the equipment. Removing the offending piece of
equipment completely will help if it is not required.
Another useful area to understand in relation to ground loops is the
difference between balanced and unbalanced audio. Audio cables
are especially prone to ground loops if there is interference on
an unbalanced line. Unbalanced cables have two internal wires, a
signal wire and a ground wire. They are prone to electromagnetic
interference, particularly if they are run over long distances or
are near other unbalanced cables and/or power cables, lighting
dimmers, RF signals, etc. Balanced cables have three internal wires,
a ground wire and two copies of the signal wire known as plus/hot
and negative/cold wires.
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The two signals cancel each other out as they are polarity reversed.
But when they are plugged into the receiving piece of equipment,
the cold or negative signal flips to match the hot or positive signal.
When the phases match, it boosts the signal and cancels out excess
noise which may have been added along the run. Keeping signals
balanced throughout your audio run and equipment will help
eliminate any problems, but this is not always practical. If you start
to experience issues, a ground lift switch or DI box can be installed
along the chain to help eliminate interference. These are typically
inexpensive but will require an extra set of cables/adapters to
implement into your system.
‘Twisted pairs’ and ‘shielding’ are other terms you may come
across in relation to cables. Both are utilised to minimise unwanted
interference. A twisted pair is where two wires that are part of
the same circuit are twisted around each other for the purpose of
reinforcing the signal they are sending via crosstalk and minimising
external interference. Shielding is where materials that are
conductive or magnetic are utilised around the signal cable or device
that is to be shielded. This creates a barrier which isolates the signal
cable from its surroundings and thus reduces interference.

Feedback (microphones)
If you use microphones you may come across ‘feedback’, which
sounds very unpleasant – especially in the higher frequencies.
Feedback is essentially a loop between the microphone and your
loudspeakers, which builds on itself. A signal is received by the
microphone, amplified, then passed to the speakers; but when a
mic hears itself from the speakers and continues the amplification
process again, you develop a gain loop. Very rapidly the sound
builds on itself and you will need to quickly remedy the situation.
Always check mics before any performance. First, it is good practice
to position mics (especially directional ones) away from any
speakers or monitors as this is one reason feedback loops occur.
Be sure to clearly tell the presenter where to stand and make sure
the mic will be at optimum distance from them (two fists from mic
to mouth is about right).
Secondly, tune out room resonant frequencies through equalisation.
Every room has its own unique acoustics and certain frequencies
will be more sensitive to feedback than others. Reflections in the
space from audio waves bouncing back from the source and into
the mic can also cause feedback, as can standing waves.
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Standing waves occur when the distance between the walls of
the room is a multiple of, or equal to, the wavelength hitting it. Its
reflection back onto itself will increase its sound pressure level and
thus cause problem feedback frequencies.
If you put the gain up slowly until ringing occurs, this indicates
which frequencies to cut with the equalisation pots.
One of the best strategies is to lower the gain. More is not
necessarily better – in the case of gain (or power) it is more likely
to cause feedback. Put your fader at 0 and ask the presenter to
speak into the mic. Keep the gain as low as possible whilst also
maintaining clarity and volume for the performer.
Sibilance occurs on ‘s’ sounds and makes them hissy, which can
be distracting when someone is speaking. It occurs around the
5Khz frequency region, so look at your equalisation settings in
this area. Moving the microphone a bit further away from the
presenter may also help.

Problems with DCP sound playback
› If there is no sound check first check that everything is on,
especially the amplifiers! Check you are on the correct format for
digital on your processor and that it isn’t muted. Check your volume
level is high enough. Check your DMA 8+ input is also correct
(or any other channel switchers you have in the sound path).
› If you have audio effects but no dialogue, make sure you are not
playing back a 5.1 or 7.1 in Pro Logic / Pro Logic II mode.
› If you hear sound from the monitor but not in the auditorium,
check your amplifiers are on.
› If channels are playing back sound in the wrong speakers,
check your channel set-up is correct. If it is, there is likely
a problem with the DCP.
› If you are experiencing language audio problems, check that
you are playing back the correct DCP version file.
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Issues with alternative media and
AV receivers / sound desks
As this is such a large and expansive area it would be impossible
to cover all eventualities but here are some key tips:
› Is all of your equipment on? Again, it may sound obvious but one
missed item can trip people up very easily.
› Is anything muted? Either channels on the sound desk, your
computer settings, the AV receiver or the software you are
utilising? Do other files play sound correctly?
› Are your channels set-up correctly? Is your sync delay
set-up correctly?
› Has the right audio playback format been selected?
› Is the source player sending the playback to the right output?
› With HDMI, HDCP (High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection)
can cause problems in some cases. HDCP is a form of copy
protection so that visual and sound information can’t be pirated
whilst travelling across connections. If you are using HDMI and
cannot get a signal on your receiving device (it won’t handshake),
try pulling out and re-seating again. Ensuring you have the right
HDMI cable type for your content and devices will also help.
› Remember that ‘turning it off and on again’ sometimes really does
work! In most scenarios a hard reboot is best. Turn the equipment
off properly and remove the power supply. Wait at least ten
seconds before plugging the power supply back in and turning
everything on again.
PCM can be a useful mode to select on your Blu-ray player or
playback system should you encounter any problems decoding
either Dolby or DTS soundtracks. Even if your receiver supports
these formats, using a HDMI switch as part of your set-up can
sometimes cause a HDCP (handshake) conflict resulting in loss of
audio. For example, you may hear the music on a disc menu but as
soon as you begin playing the feature, there is no audio. Switching
to PCM mode may help in this situation.
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With any sound signal, too much sensitivity, power or volume will
see it ‘peak’ or ‘clip’. Sound equipment often indicates this with a
row of green LEDs when not peaking and red LEDS when the signal
is peaking. It is not something to ignore as it will distort the sound
being played and can also damage your equipment. If the signal
is peaking, bring the volume or gain down and make sure your
amplifiers are not at maximum.

A sound desk

Celluloid calibration and up-keep
The A-chain
The ‘A-chain’ relates to the sound signal path from where the
sound is read at the projector to the end of the decoding in the
cinema processor. Film must be able to travel over the sound reader
area very smoothly: dampeners must be properly calibrated and
dashpots topped up with dashpot oil if necessary. The film path
must also be kept scrupulously clean. It is important that bearings
are also properly lubricated, so the film guides smoothly over the
sound head. The solar cell should be inspected for any cracks or
damage. The optical lens must be kept clean and clear with a cotton
swab and isopropyl. The below test films will aid in calibration and
testing but should only be utilised by fully trained, experienced
and confident technical staff. Today, in many scenarios this will
be carried out by a motion picture engineer.
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CAT 69 T – Sets the pre-amp level and tests the signal path. This
is done to ensure the processor has enough signal to apply noise
reduction and other decoding properly. Thread the loop making
sure the arrow guide is travelling the correct way. Listen for the tone
to see if there are any distortions present. Open up the front of the
sound processor to look at the cards – here you should be able to
verify that the signal is present and adjust the gain on the pots to
ensure the correct gain on the LED display.
Buzz track – Slit lateral alignment is undertaken to avoid reading
extraneous DTS, perforations or film image. It should be done with
an oscilloscope but can be done by ear if necessary. Thread the loop
and run it. There is modulation on the track that sits just outside of the
usual soundtrack area. One side too far and it will be a low frequency
noise; and a higher noise the other way. If the slit is not positioned
correctly laterally, adjust until the audible noises disappear.
CAT 97 – Stereo solar cell alignment film. Checks the position of the
solar cell and its alignment with the film path. Using the oscilloscope
check the left and right channels, which should be separate with
minimal to no crosstalk. Adjust the solar cell lateral position until
the optimum point has been achieved.
CAT 69 P – A pink noise loop which can be used for azimuth
adjustment and focus of the slit lens. Thread the 35mm loop in the
correct direction of travel. Switch the oscilloscope to the X/Y mode
and adjust the optics until you achieve the narrowest and straightest
diagonal trace. With the same film the frequency response can be
adjusted in the cinema processor, using a spectrum analyser to give
as flat a response as possible.
With analogue film, scratches on the track can cause different
noise problems. In the case of deep lasting scratches there is not
much you can do except source a better print. Dirt and other film
damage can cause crackles or ‘rain’ sounds – again, not much can
be done about this except ensuring your own projection areas and
the film path are kept scrupulously clean. However, if you have PTR
rollers or the ability to send the print for specialised cleaning, this
could be an option.
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35mm test loops

Plops can be caused by bad joins and non-blooped joins – be sure to
use black chinagraph pencil to bloop the analogue tracks carefully.
Warped or buckled acetate prints can cause several sound
problems such as ‘wows’, hums or ‘motor-boating’ where the
perforations are being read. It may be possible to tweak the lateral
slit alignment or in projection terminology, ‘scan the drum’ to offset
the problem – be sure to run a buzz track afterward though or the
next print will be read incorrectly.
Make sure you are playing back in the correct format number. If
Dolby A-type (04) or SR (05) are mixed up, it will still work but as the
wrong decoding is taking place, will not sound correct. If you select
Dolby 10 and there is no digital track, it will default to 05.
Magnetic test loops are quite rare but if you can get hold of them,
they will be helpful for checking all is well. Off-cut loops of mag film
can also be handy. Remember magnetic tools are problematic and
degaussing will be needed to demagnetise the head or path should
they become magnetically charged.
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SRD (10): Again, optics and the film path need to be kept clean.
Check all bearings. Make sure the film is correctly laced around the
readers and the dampeners are correctly tensioned as indicated
in the lacing diagram. As previously stated, Dolby issues a quality
number on the track that is played. If ‘F’ is continually displayed,
revert to optical sound for the rest of the feature.
SDDS / DTS: Clean film path and optics, keep bearings working
well. The SDDS unit has a self-test mode and bypass option. There
is a test disc (the ‘DTS Empirical Test Disc’) that includes numerous
audio tests for checking the system. Lacing should be checked if
problems occur. Connections and power should be checked and
the LED will need replacing if it isn’t working at the required output.
Light indicators on the DTS readers will help indicate if there is a
problem picking up the track.

The B-chain
The ‘B-chain’ covers everything from global volume control through
to the room equaliser, amplifiers and stage and surround speakers.
As stated above, speakers should be checked visually and with test
audio to pick up any issues as soon as possible. Amplifiers should
be very carefully vacuumed/wiped to remove dust. Check the
output levels are set correctly and have not been altered before
you undertake pink noise calibration. Chinagraph pencil can help
you mark where the amplifier power setting should be kept in case
it gets knocked. Ensure there is always sufficient air flow around
equipment and check that the fans are working so nothing starts
to overheat (the fans should be near the edge of the unit and easy
to check). Listen to the bearings to detect any fans which may be
starting to fail and refer to the manufacturer's guidelines if you do
detect a problem.
Warning: Follow manufacturer's instructions. Do not open any units
if you are not trained or authorised to do so.

Ensure there is no rubbish or storage behind the cinema screen
which could affect sound and regularly listen to your environment
to make sure no new noises have appeared.
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Dolby Jiffy subjective listening test film is designed to pick up any
problems with amplifiers and speakers. It carries a series of tonal tests
and can be found for Dolby-A, SR and Dolby Digital. Listening to it
on a regular basis at the same volume helps set a standard so when
something untoward does appear, it is easily picked up.

A Can of Jiffy test film

Bypass mode: Many cinema sound processors have a ‘bypass’ mode
(though this is not true of some of the newest digital-only models
on the market). Powered by a separate emergency power supply
it will allow for mono playback with global volume adjustment. It
can usually be manually enabled by a button under the main front
cover of the unit. SRD, A-type noise reduction, SR processing and
more will be cut out of the signal path when the bypass is enabled.
It is a back-up system for main power supply failure or if certain
processing/decoding cards fail allowing for continuation of the
show and very basic audio playback until an engineer can assess
and repair. Bypass volume levels do need to be set to ensure they
are not too loud or quiet should a reversion be needed.

Trinnov processor
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Ultimately, if you come across an audio problem where you cannot
easily determine the cause, a logical step-by-step investigation of
the audio chain should help locate the issue. If you are unable to
solve a problem, refer to your equipment manual(s) as these are
usually a helpful starting point. There is often a troubleshooting
guide at the back covering common faults and how to fix them.
If you still can’t solve your issue, an internet search or browsing
forums such as film-tech.com or AVforums.com can be very helpful.
After that, calling your hire company, equipment supplier or hiring
a motion picture engineer is the next step. Keeping equipment well
maintained, ventilated and cool will preserve its life and always
remember to mute any system before plugging or unplugging cables.
If a particular piece of equipment keeps failing, a professional repair
or replacement may be needed to maintain quality and in some
cases, to remain operationally safe.
If working in a cinema environment, remember that extended
exposure to loud sounds can be detrimental or damaging to your
ears and it is important to protect your hearing, those of your
colleagues and also that of the audience. Cinema sound levels when
played back at the correct equalisation and reference should not
pose any problems but keep in mind the ‘Control of Noise at Work
Regulations 2005’ and utilise hearing protections if necessary.
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Room acoustics play a huge part in how good your film sounds.
Whenever dialogue is inaudible, people often conclude that their
audio equipment is not up to scratch or a film’s sound mix is poor.
While these things are important, the acoustics of the room itself are
also key. In a home environment it may seem inconsequential, but
in bigger spaces the differences between good and bad acoustics
are much more apparent. Many cinemas go to great lengths to
soundproof their screening rooms and use specialist wall fabrics,
drapes, tiles or coatings to optimise sound quality and minimise
external sound leakage from adjacent screens or rooms. The physical
cinema screen even plays a role (as seen earlier in this guide).
It can be a struggle to figure out the strengths and weaknesses of a
particular space. Here are some common problems caused by room
acoustics with steps you can take to mitigate them and improve the
sound of your room.

Reflections/Reverb/Flutter Echo
The sound you hear in a room is largely made of a combination of
two components: the sound that travels directly from the speakers
to your ears, followed by a reflected sound which bounces around
the room’s internal surfaces before reaching you shortly after. This
reflected sound is generally referred to as ‘reverberant’ or ‘reverb’.
The term 'flutter echo’ is sometimes used to describe reverberations
in the mid and high frequency range. Reverb is measured by timing
how long it takes for a sound to become inaudible after the direct
sound has been made (this is also known as decay). The size of
the room and the distance between reflective surfaces determine
the properties of the reverberation. Excessive reverberation is
detrimental to speech intelligibility as it smears out sounds over
time, making it sound like one word is blending into the next.
It can also add an unpleasant harshness to the midrange and
treble at high volumes. So, while it may be tempting to increase
the volume of your system or add in more speakers to increase
clarity, you will likely create the opposite effect, as more speakers
will simply add more signals to bounce around the space, making
the sound muddier. Large and/or oddly shaped rooms will be
more challenging for control of sound. You want to minimise the
effects of reverberation to make speech as clear as possible. If you
make the room surfaces highly absorptive, the reflected sound is
weakened, and the reverb becomes less audible.
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Acoustic panelling

A Baffle wall with speakers removed - Image courtesy BFI

Absorption/Diffusion
The most common way of dealing with reverberations is through
absorption. Start by thinking about what measures you can take to
reduce sound reflections on parallel hard surfaces and windows.
Simple measures such as heavy drapes, carpeting or rugs can be a
great help. You will notice most permanent cinemas utilise specialist
tiles, sound absorption panels, acoustic drapes, or fabric pleating
with backing foam to help with sound absorption.
In larger cinema rooms, more complex measures may be deployed
to improve sound.
Baffle walls are one such method. They consist of a false wall
(covered in acoustic absorbing material) roughly the same size
as the cinema screen which the speakers are installed into. The
purpose is to provide a smooth surface in line with the speakers from
which the sound can move toward the audience. There is no bounce
back from the speakers which makes the frequencies clearer
(particularly dialogue). Low frequencies tend to move in multiple
directions away from the speakers whilst the higher frequencies
are propelled forward. Without compensation (known as the ‘baffle
diffraction step’) the base frequencies sound quieter, so the baffle wall
also sorts out this problem.
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Providers in the UK like Camstage & Fabric Wall can assist with
auditorium acoustic design.
In a temporary venue sound control can be more challenging. Take
the time to test content with your set-up and the room to see what
can be done to get the best sound out of the space. Even the type of
seating you use and the size of your audience will have an impact
on the sound.
Diffusing is another method of improving sound clarity. This is
where sound energy is scattered rather than absorbed, which can
help with audible reverberation. Uneven surfaces can help with
this – even bookshelves can be effective diffusors! You don’t have
to cover every surface in your room but focusing on a few key
areas may yield a good improvement in your overall sound.
A large range of professional room treatment products are also
available to help with acoustics, such as acoustic panelling frames
(filled with an absorptive material) that can be hung on a wall
or free-standing panels that can be temporally placed in trouble
spots. You can buy these or make your own – there are some useful
YouTube video guides on how to do so simply and cheaply:
LINK

How to build Acoustic Panels by Vo Tech Guru:
How to build your own acoustic panels by Ray Ortega:

VO TECH GURU
LINK

RAY ORTEGA

Extraneous sounds
A cinema is a complex environment and other, non-film sounds
should also be considered. Both ‘tabs’ (curtains that cover the
screen) and ‘masking’ (which masks the image ratio on the screen)
should be maintained regularly to avoid squeaks and rattling
sounds. They should also be acoustically transparent if covering the
speakers in smaller ratios. Older lighting dimmers can also be quite
loud. Air conditioning systems should be regularly maintained and
lubricated to avoid rattles and squeaks. It is important that the
auditorium doors are in good working order and shut properly
so that sounds from outside don’t leak in.
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Although auditoriums are built to be soundproof, if you find
yourself with bleed from an adjacent screen, you will need to find
ways to mitigate it or you will end up having to balance film volumes
between the rooms.
Projectors and servers along with extraction fans can also be very
loud, and should be soundproofed as much as feasibly possible. If
the digital projector is to be placed in the auditorium in a ‘pod’, the
sound proofing must be extremely efficient so as not to disturb the
audience. It is important to be aware of your own noises whilst in the
projection room and to keep speaking volume to a reasonable level.
Ushers and technicians should also be aware of two-way radios and
where possible use in-ear pieces so as not to disturb the audience.
Extraneous sound is much harder to control in a temporary or popup space, but ensuring doors and windows are closed can help. Use
curtains if available. Check the schedule to see if there are any other
planned events in the diary and avoid scheduling your screening on
those dates if possible. Putting up ‘Quiet: screening in progress’ signs
around the area may also help.

Certification
Certification can be used to indicate that certain auditoriums are
set up to a quality standard. One of the most well-known industry
standards is THX, which is often (incorrectly) thought to be a
specific sound technology. To achieve THX status, your speakers,
amplifiers and other sound processing equipment can be from
several different brands but must meet the THX standards. These
include the use of a baffle wall to prevent sound bounce from the
back wall, a fully soundproofed auditorium and complete isolation
from external noises. The noise of the air-con system and image and
light leakage are also taken into consideration before certification is
granted or denied.
Certain brands such as Dolby and IMAX can now create or retrofit
auditoriums with approved branded equipment to their alignment
specifications and quality standards. Often the installations use the
latest technology in picture and sound projection. The exhibitor
can then market their auditorium as being of a particular branded
quality standard.
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A visual guide to common audio connectors
A and B gauge jacks
A connector often found on mixing desks and in patch bays. The A
gauge jack has a pointed diamond shaped tip. The B gauge jack has
a rounded smaller tip. They are not interchangeable, so make sure
you have the right jack for the patch!

AES / EBU
AES is more of a protocol/interface for professional digital audio
than a connector. Cinema servers will utilise PCM audio through
this interface via a 25 pin D-sub miniature cable (DB25) to an 8x
balanced XLR or jack cable.

Banana plug
A connector designed primarily for connecting speaker wire to
the binding posts on the back of power amplifiers and speakers.
Commonly found in use when setting up AV receivers.
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BNC
BNC connectors are RF connectors, typically found at the ends of
coaxial cables. They are associated with video signals more but can
carry audio as well. They have a twist style locking mechanism and
are very secure compared to other connectors.

CAT
Ethernet cables (often called CATs (short for ‘category’) followed by
a number relating to the version of cable. Familiar to most people for
its use in connecting computers to networks and the internet. They
are now utilised in Audio over Ethernet applications (Cat 6).

HDMI
HDMI cables carry both visual and audio information and are often
used for connecting computers, projectors, televisions, Blu-ray
players and more. HDMI can use HDCP to encrypt the signal from
the source device, which can cause compatibility problems. Make
sure you have the right rated level of HDMI cable for the content
and devices you are using.
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Mini jack
Mini jacks are often found on wired headphones and the sockets on
older sound portable devices. In the cinema environment, they are
usually utilised on portable devices for non-sync music.

MUSA
The MUSA (Multi-User Steerable Array) is also an RF connector
and like BNC, uses coaxial cable. The long shaft of the connector
just pushes into the socket. Cinema patch bays may utilise this
connection alongside XLR.

SpeakON connector
A type of multi-pin connector typically used for high powered
speakers, amplifiers and PA systems. They provide a reliable
connection with a custom fitting.
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Screw or spring terminals
These connections may be found on speakers, audio players and
amplifiers. The exposed part of the copper cable either slips into the
spring terminal when the tab is pushed or needs to be locked down
by screw via a screw terminal.

TOSLINK
TOSLINK is an optical cable which utilises fibre optics to relay
digital signals. It is found on Blu-ray players, sound-bars and
televisions. It does not have the bandwidth to carry high-definition
lossless audio.

XLR (Three Pin)
A type of audio connector used for sending balanced signals. An
XLR connector consists of three pins housed in a barrel, often with a
locking switch. The male side is for sending signals and the female is
always a receiving connector. This connector is very often found in
permanent cinema set-ups.
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Phono plug / RCA connection
In addition to the familiar red and white analogue stereo jacks and
plugs found on hi-fi equipment, coaxial cables with phono plugs
can also be used to carry digital audio, most commonly seen as a
separate audio output on Blu-ray players.
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Access technology: Hearing loops, subtitles,
infrared technologies
Accessibility is crucial for cinemas, ensuring your venue is
properly welcoming to everyone in your community and enhancing
audience enjoyment of your screenings. Here are some examples
of technologies that will make your cinema more accessible.

Hearing ‘T’ loops
‘T’ loops are a copper wire that runs around the sides of your
auditorium to form a ‘loop’. This is connected up to a loop amplifier,
that in turn is connected to a source: for instance, a sound processor
that will send the Centre, Left and Right channels of a film to be
broadcast. Hearing aids or cochlear implants set to ‘T’ are able
to pick up the signal, as are devices worn around the neck with
headphones. By utilising this system, audio signal is broadcast
directly into the ear, making the sound more legible.
Purpose-built cinemas should have hearing loops installed. If
you are running a pop-up or temporary screening, check if your
auditorium has a hearing loop installed. If not, setting one up can
often be fairly simple – you can run an additional audio feed into
an existing loop amplifier, for example a monitor feed from a mixer
or an analogue output on your playback device to take advantage
of the system. Hearing loops can often be hidden away and
underused but make a huge difference to some audience members.
Some additional set-up time and a loop tester will help you set the
correct level, but check with your audience to ensure the right
volume. Remember that microphones can also be connected, so
introductions and Q&As are relayed as well as film audio.
Make sure you have testers available to regularly check the system
is on and working.

Infrared systems
Many cinemas have infrared emitters, which are set up in the
auditorium and connected to an amplifier and a modulator, which in
turn is connected to the cinema server and processor or any other
unit which combines audio signals. When audio information is sent
to the modulator it is then outputted via the infrared emitter, which
sends a wireless signal to the pick-up headsets. The technology
is similar to that used in television remote controls. It’s important
there is a direct line of connection between the emitter and the
headset user so the signal can be clearly received, or there may be
problems with pick-up.
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Audio description (VI) audibly describes what is happening on
screen via receiver headsets and when available, utilises track
8 on DCPs. Audio description enables people who are unable to
view the action on screen to hear it described. As long as the DCP
offers a VI track and the system is on and working, every single
film screening can be made accessible. HI is similar to the function
of the T-loop but instead broadcasts film sound information via
the infrared system. It takes the Left / Centre / Right signal of a
DCP only (where the focus is on dialogue) and can broadcast it to
compatible receivers including headsets (many dual band systems
utilise the same headsets which have an ‘A’ or ‘B’ switch that can
be switched between HI and VI). As with the T-loop, background
noise is minimised as priority is given to dialogue to enhance clarity.
These tracks can be found on DCP channel 7, but a mix of C, L and
R channels can also be rigged up from the cinema sound processor
as well. Theoretically, any tracks can be sent using this system so
there is potential in unique set-ups for separate language tracks
to be broadcast simultaneously. This is not however available
for compliant studio DCPs as the file structure and standards do not
support it. Microphone audio should also be connected up so film
introductions and Q&As can also be broadcast.
Infrared systems are available for hire, a good option for
temporary venues.

Subtitles / HOH subtitles
HOH (hard of hearing) tracks provide subtitles that describe all
sound on a film, including sound effects and music as well as
dialogue. HOH subtitled versions of DCPs with HOH tracks are
usually available as a VF file. To run an HOH version of a DCP, the
VF file with OCAP should be played. Subtitles can be ‘burned’ into
the image of the DCP file or generated in the projector or server. If
you have the correct file but cannot see the subtitles, check your
subtitle settings are on and correct. There are some closed caption
(another term for HOH subtitles) systems available – including
Dolby CaptiView, QSC glasses or seat posts and Open Access
Smart Capture technology – but these are not yet commonplace.
Closed caption technologies do not display subtitles universally;
the subtitle information is sent to individual screens / glasses
or devices. These systems can be very useful in maximising the
number of shows available to D/deaf and hard of hearing audiences,
as open caption HOH screenings are not common, largely due to the
fact that the many audience members prefer not to have subtitles.
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However, there are many reasons why subtitled screenings can and
should be utilised more universally, apart from allowing access to D/
deaf and hard of hearing audiences – students learning languages
find them useful, as do individuals with auditory processing or
learning disabilities, and they can also be helpful in a temporary
venue with difficult acoustics to aid in intelligibility when other
mitigations in reverb and speaker placement have failed. It is
worth noting that there is an attitudinal shift towards subtitling
now underway; this is partly being driven by a growing recognition
that the industry should better serve D/deaf or hard of hearing
audiences, but it is also being driven by younger audiences who
have grown accustomed to using subtitles on streaming video
services, smaller portable devices and on social media.
Blu-rays and DVDs usually offer some subtitles, sometimes
HOH subtitles. When advertising your screenings, make sure
the distinction between HOH subtitles and standard, foreign
language subtitles is made clear.
For more information on increasing accessibility in your cinema,
see our How do I make my cinema inclusive and accessible? guide.
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Appendix 1: Suppliers
Systems integrators, projection equipment,
sales and installation
Bell Theatre Services
www.bell-theatre.com

CinemaNext UK
www.cinemanext.com

Sound Associates
www.soundassociates.co.uk

Omnex
www.omnex.co.uk

Screens and sound proofing
Camstage
www.camstage.com

Harkness Screens
www.harkness-screens.com

Fabric Wall
www.fabric-wall.co.uk/cinema-acoustics

Audio calibration and sound checks
(motion picture engineers)
Dolby
www.dolby.com

Motion Picture Solutions
www.motionpicturesolutions.com

Bell Theatre Services
www.bell-theatre.com
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Cinema loudspeakers
JBL Harman
www.jblpro.com/en/product_families/jbl-professional-cinema

LW Speakers
www.lwspeakers.com/web/en/cinema-speakers.html

QSC
www.qsc.com/cinema/products/loudspeakers

Access equipment
QSC
www.qsc.com/cinema/products/accessibility-solutions

Williams Sound
www.williamsav.com/

Sennheiser
www.en-uk.sennheiser.com/audio-infrared-assistive-listening-systems

Dolby
www.dolby.com

AV hire companies
RNSS
www.rnss.net

Pro Event
www.pro-event.co.uk/pa-system-hire

Warehouse Sound
www.warehousesound.co.uk

White Light
www.whitelight.ltd.uk
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Appendix 2: Further reading
Publications
The Advanced Projection Manual
– Torkell Sætervadet

The Art of Film Projection: A Beginner’s Guide
– Paolo Cherchi

Audio Engineering: Know It All
– Douglas Self, Ben Duncan, Ian Sinclair, Richard Brice,
John Linsley Hood, Andrew Singmin, Don Davis, Eugine Patronis,
John Watkinson et al.

FIAF Digital Projection Guide
– Torkell Sætervadet

Handbook for Sound Engineers, 5th Edition
– Glen Ballou

An Introduction to Digital Audio
– John Watkinson

Introduction to Live Sound Reinforcement:
The Science, the Art, and the Practice
– Teddy Boyce

Moving Image Technology – From Zoetrope to Digital
– Leo Enticknap

Sound: A Very Short Introduction
– Mike Goldsmith

Sound for Film and Television
– Holman Tomlinson

The Ultimate Live Sound Operator’s Handbook
– Bill Gibson
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Web Resources
Film-tech.com – particularly the warehouse section, useful for
hard-to-find sound manuals
www.film-tech.com/main.php
International Moving Image Society (formerly BKSTS)
www.societyinmotion.com
InterSociety Digital Cinema Forum (ISDCF) – Digital Cinema
Naming Convention:
www.isdcf.com/site/dcnc
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE)
www.smpte.org
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